
 

COVID-19 (coronavirus) - Guidance for Managers and Staff 

COVID-19 is the disease caused by novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2. Symptoms might include fever, a 
cough that may progress to a severe pneumonia causing shortness of breath and breathing 
difficulEes.   

This guidance contains advice for staff.  It will be kept under review, it is subject to change and will 
be amended as necessary.   

Public Health Agency (PHA) guidance will provide staff with the latest updates. If you think that you 
have COVID-19 infecEon or have been in contact with a suspected or confirmed case you should 
consult the Public Health Agency website www.publichealth.hscni.net. 

This guidance explains what to do if you have, or think you have, COVID-19 infecEon or have been 
exposed to the virus.  

a) Self-isolaDon   

• People who live alone and have symptoms of COVID-19, however mild, should stay at home 
for 7 days from when their symptoms started. People do not need to seek medical advice 
before self-isolaEng. 

• Where anyone who lives with others that have symptoms of COVID-19, however mild, then 
all household members must stay at home and not leave the house for 14 days. The 14-day 
period starts from the day when the first person in the house became ill. Anyone in the 
household who starts displaying symptoms, needs to stay at home for 7 days from when the 
symptoms appeared, regardless of what day they are on in the original 14-day isolaEon 
period.  

• People with symptoms should not go to a GP surgery, pharmacy or hospital. If people cannot 
cope with their symptoms at home, or if their condiEon gets worse, or they do not get beUer 
aVer 7 days, or if they have underlying medical condiEons; then they are advised to 
telephone their GP or in a medical emergency dial 999.  

You should consult www.publichealth.hscni.net for guidance.  If you are symptom free then, 
if possible, your manager should make arrangements for you to work from home. If this is 
not possible, your manager will record this as special paid leave for a period of up to 14 
calendar days – you will be required to complete a retrospecEve special leave applicaEon on 
your return to work.     
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If you display COVID-19 symptoms your home working and/or special leave arrangements 
will cease and sick absence will be recorded. 

It’s important that you keep in touch with your line manager throughout your absence. 

b) Social distancing 

     Social distancing measures are steps you can take to reduce the social interacEon between   
people. This will help reduce the transmission of COVID-19. This advice is likely to be in place 
for some weeks.  

 They are: 

1.Avoid contact with someone who is displaying symptoms of COVID-19. These symptoms 
include high temperature and/or new and conEnuous cough 

2.Avoid non-essenEal use of public transport, varying your travel Emes to avoid rush hour, 
when possible 

3.Work from home, where possible 

4.Avoid large gatherings, and gatherings in smaller public spaces such as pubs, cinemas, 
restaurants, theatres, bars, clubs 

5.Avoid gatherings with friends and family. Keep in touch using remote technology such as 
phone, internet, and social media 

6.Use telephone or online services to contact your GP or other essenEal services 

Everyone should be trying to follow these measures as much as is possible. 

You are strongly advised to follow the above measures as much as you can and to 
significantly limit your face-to-face interacEon with friends and family if possible, 
parEcularly if you: 

• are over 70 

• have an underlying health condiEon 

• are pregnant 

See link below for details: 

hUps://www.gov.uk/government/publicaEons/covid-19-guidance-on-social-distancing-and-
for-vulnerable-people 

c) Experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 infecDon whilst at work  

If you become unwell with a new, conEnuous cough or a high temperature in the workplace 
you should be sent home. You should tell your manager you are unwell and consult the PHA 
website www.publichealth.hscni.net for guidance immediately.  

People do not need to seek medical advice before self-isolaEng. Do not visit the GP, 
pharmacy, urgent care centre or a hospital. 

If you cannot cope with your symptoms at home, or if your condiEon gets worse, or you do 
not get beUer aVer 7 days, or if you have underlying medical condiEons; then you are 
advised to telephone your GP or in a medical emergency dial 999.    
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If a colleague has helped you when you were taken unwell with a new, conEnuous cough or a 
high temperature, they do not need to go home unless they develop symptoms themselves. 
They should wash their hands thoroughly for 20 seconds aVer any contact with someone 
who is unwell with symptoms consistent with coronavirus infecEon. 

Depending on the guidance you receive the following may happen. 

• You may be moved to an area which is at least two metres away from other people. If 
possible your manager may find a room or area where you can be isolated behind a 
closed door, such as a staff office. If it is possible, open a window for venElaEon.  

  

• You should remain at least two metres from other people. You should avoid touching 
people, surfaces and objects and to cover your mouth and nose with a disposable Essue 
when you cough or sneeze and put the Essue in a bag or pocket then throw the Essue in 
the bin. If you don't have any Essues available, you should cough and sneeze into the 
crook of your elbow.   

• If you need to go to the bathroom while waiEng for medical assistance, you should use a 
separate bathroom if available.  

• Normal contact arrangements apply and you should keep in touch with your manager 
about your absence and expected date of return. 

d)  Medical evidence 

Under normal rules you can self-certify your sickness absence for the first seven calendar days 
before needing to obtain a GP ‘Fit Note’. The requirement to have a GP ‘Fit Note’ has now 
been suspended for all types of sickness absence which includes suspected cases of COVID 
-19.  If you are absent due to sickness you should not ask your GP for a Fit Note.  Once you 
are fit and back at work you should forward an extended self-certificate for the whole 
period of the absence/ period not covered by a medical certificate to your manager.  Staff 
should ignore any automatic alerts sent by HRConnect. 

e) Secondees, agency workers  and contractors  

If you are on secondment to the NICS and are absent due to COVID-19 you must report your 
absence to your NICS manager in the normal way. You should also contact your parent 
organisaEon and follow their absence management procedures.  
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If you are an agency worker or contractor and are displaying signs of COVID-19 at work you 
should tell your manager and follow the advice for staff on what should happen next. You 
must also contact your employment agency. 

f) Special leave 

If you are not sick but are unable to aUend work due to COVID-19 managers should try and 
be flexible and allow home working where this is possible. If this is not possible the use of 
paid special leave will be considered. Each case will be treated sensiEvely and on its merits. 

Special leave may be needed for: 

Self-isolaEon: People do not need to seek medical advice before self-isolaEng. If you are self-
isolaEng you can apply for special paid leave (up to 14 calendar days). 

Caring responsibiliEes: if an employee’s usual caring responsibiliEes have broken down for 
reasons linked to COVID-19 (e.g. school closure, carer self-isolaEng) the employee must make 
strenuous efforts to establish alternaEve arrangements as soon as possible. They should 
discuss this with their line manager. Where an employee has tried but not been able to make 
alternaEve arrangements, or those arrangements cannot commence for a few days, paid 
special leave may be awarded if home working is not a viable opEon.  

Periods of special leave may be made and approved retrospecEvely (up to 5 days special paid 
leave will normally apply within a 12 month period (pro- rated for staff who work alternaEve 
working paUerns). If a member of staff has already exhausted the 5 day special paid leave 
limit managers should sEll consider applicaEons for a further 5 days special paid leave for 
reasons connected to COVID 19. 

If no alternaEve arrangements can be put in place you may take annual leave as normal or 
unpaid leave. 

Social distancing: staff who are over 70, have an underlying health condiEon listed on the 
PHA website or are pregnant must take social distancing measures.  If working from home is 
not an opEon then they should request special paid leave (See Annex A). This advice is likely 
to be in place for some weeks.  

Other reason: such as an office closure or break down in public transport. 

In all cases managers should keep in touch with their employees; and employees should 
take all pracDcable steps to resume duty as soon as possible – taking account of advice and 
guidance from ER Team members using the e mail addresses provided at the end of this 
guidance. 

For staff who follow AlternaEve Working PaUerns (AWP), a day’s special leave (paid or 
unpaid) will relate to a working day i.e. the hours they were due to work on that day.  
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If you begin to display COVID-19 symptoms, any homeworking and/or special leave 
arrangements will cease and sick absence must be reported as described above.  

g) Annual leave 

You can request annual leave as normal. Within the terms of the current annual leave policy, 
managers have discreEon to cancel or refuse annual leave. However, this discreEon must 
only be used in excepEonal circumstances and in the current situaEon there should be no 
need for any cancellaEon or refusal.  

h) Recording COVID-19  sick absences  

If medical advice has confirmed that a member of staff’s symptoms are consistent with 
COVID-19 the sick absence must be reported on HRConnect immediately or within 24 hours 
at the latest.   

This will not impact on absence review points or contractual sick pay, the period of 
absence will be discounted.  

You should consult the PHA guidance at www.publichealth.hscni.net – specifically refer to 
the secEon ‘Guidance for employers and businesses’ for what to do if a member of staff (or 
the public): 

a. with suspected  COVID-19 infecEon  has recently been in your workplace 

b. with confirmed COVID-19 infecEon  has recently been in your workplace 

c. have had contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19  

When a member of staff is fit to return to work following medical advice, managers should 
carry out a normal return to work discussion.   

i) UpdaDng your contact details  

There may be Emes when we need to contact you in an emergency, for example to check 
that you are safe and well. You are encouraged to record relevant contact details, including 
your emergency contact.  

j) If you are concerned about COVID-19  exposure at work 

Every effort is being made to maintain a healthy working environment. You may have an 
underlying health problem, not covered under social distancing for vulnerable people and 
are concerned that you may run a greater risk of being exposed to COVID-19 because of the 
nature of your work, for example, your duEes may require you to visit insEtuEons where it is 
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known that there have been recent cases of COVID-19.  In these cases, you should discuss 
this in confidence with your manager. Your manager will consider what acEon might 
reasonably be taken to minimise the risk of exposure, for example transferring you to other 
duEes temporarily if pracEcable.  

k) Guidance for staff on working remotely 

Working from home 

As part of the precauEonary measures being taken for handling the COVID-19 virus, there is 
a possibility that staff may be asked to work at home more regularly to reduce risks. The 
purpose of this note is to provide some brief refresher points on how to maintain good 
security pracEses while working at home. 

Choose your workspace sensibly 

If possible try to work somewhere that enables you to protect the informaEon on your 
laptop and any papers that you may have. If possible work in a study or spare room, and if 
you have to work in communal areas, try to make sure that your work cannot be seen by 
others. 

Remember your family & flatmates are probably not cleared! 

You may trust them with your deepest personal secrets, but please remember that family 
members and flatmates almost certainly do not have security clearance or a ‘need to know’ 
about what you are working on. 

• Please avoid leaving sensiEve papers and documents out where they can be seen by 
others. 

• If you have to make a sensiEve phone call, make sure you cannot be overheard – voices 
can carry further than you may think. 

• If you need to do a Video/Teleconferencing Call make sure other people are not in the 
room with you, and ensure that the volume is at a level that cannot be overheard. 

Turn Alexa off! 

If you have an Alexa or similar device, make sure it is switched off while you are holding 
official phone calls. These devices work by recording your voice, so anything you say will be 
in the strictest of confidence between yourself, the person on the call and Amazon. 

• Please turn off all ‘Alexa’ style devices in the room you are working in. 

Protect paperwork 
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IdenEfy a secure storage locaEon for your electronic assets and make sure that your papers 
get put away when not being worked on. Ensure that none of your family or flatmates are 
able to have access to protecEvely marked material. 

• Lock up all work assets and papers when not in use. Do not tell other people where you 
are storing them! 

• If you need to dispose of protecEvely marked paperwork it must either be shredded, or 
stored for return to work for shredding in the office. Do not throw it in the bin. 

Think about classificaDon 

Remember to work on the right classificaEon system for the work you are doing. Normal 
NICS IT and applicaEons is secure at up to OFFICIAL. 

If you need to work at above OFFICIAL then make sure you have got the appropriate laptop 
and communicaEon systems to do this.  Please do not take a risk by discussing protecEvely 
marked material on a lower classificaEon system. 

Travelling with NICS IT equipment 

NICS policy is not to permit taking phones or laptops abroad on leave except in the most 
excepEonal circumstances. 

If you are travelling to Europe for a weekend trip, then you may, excepEonally, request 
permission to travel with your laptop if you wish to cover the risk of being delayed on your 
return due to COVID-19. 

Please request to take your laptop abroad via your manager and note that the request is due 
to the potenEal risk of being stranded. In the event that you are delayed returning then you 
will have IT connecEvity. 

Please note that you should sEll work in accordance with security guidelines, and exercise 
appropriate cauEon around working abroad. 

Please do not travel with your laptop or phone without permission as it will not be enabled 
for roaming and may be remotely disabled. 

What happens if something goes wrong? 

If you encounter problems with your IT, you should call the Service Desk on 0300 1234155 
(operaEonal hours are from 8 am to 6 pm Monday to Friday). However, in the event of 
requiring support on laptops/mobile devices, it is worth noEng that not all ‘fixes’ are possible 
remotely. If not urgent it is advised that staff who are working away from the office on their 
designated days should use the itassist@nigov.net e mail or access hUp://itassistservicedesk/
webaccess/ss  

If you find yourself in a situaEon where you think your material has been lost or stolen then 
it is vital that you contact IT assist as quickly as possible. This will allow us to remotely 
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disable phones and laptops and idenEfy what potenEal security compromises may have 
occurred. 

l) If you have any quesDons please discuss with your manager in the first instance. You can 
also contact a member of the NICSHR ER Team – contact details below 

Version 2 
Published 19th March 2020

Department E-mail Address

Department of Agriculture, 
Environment & Rural Affairs

NICS.HRDAERA@finance-ni.gov.uk

Department for CommuniDes NICSHR.EmployeeRelaEonsDFCONLY@finance-ni.gov.uk

Department for the Economy NICS.HREconomy@finance-ni.gov.uk

Department of EducaDon NICS.HREducaEon@finance-ni.gov.uk

Department of Health NICS.HRHealth@finance-ni.gov.uk

Department for Infrastructure NICS.HRInfrastructure@finance-ni.gsi.gov.uk

Department of JusDce  /  
Public ProsecuDon Service

DOFSMNICSHREmployee.RelaEonDOJPPS Only@finance-

ni.x.gsi.gov.uk

The ExecuDve Office NICS.HRTEO@Finance-ni.gov.uk

Department of Finance NICS.HRFinance@finance-ni.gov.uk
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